E-mentoring: Does it have a place in medicine?
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Technology supported mentoring within medical settings can complement and extend face to face monitoring.

E-mentoring for doctors is clearly an important issue and has been the focus of recent debate. We would like to add our own thoughts in one of the more controversial areas—e-mentoring. Over the past decade there has been a substantial increase in work into e-learning support, such as e-moderating, and other mentoring and support systems such as online communities of practice. It is not the intention here to explore these literatures but to concentrate specifically on one area—e-mentoring.

E-mentoring has been defined by Bierema and Merriam as “a computer mediated, mutually beneficial relationship between a mentor and a protégé which provides learning, advising, encouraging, promoting, and modeling, that is often boundaryless, egalitarian, and qualitatively different than face-to-face mentoring” (page 212). This definition has two elements that distinguish it from traditional mentoring—the boundaryless configuration and the egalitarian quality of the exchange. Although there has been much work on the effectiveness of non-electronic mentoring, less is understood about the dynamics, context, or results of e-mentoring.

Many educators and organisations (including the medical profession) remain suspect about the new and growing field of e-mentoring. However, research by Preece and her colleagues has shown how the internet can be used to express empathy, particularly in online patient support communities. Furthermore, Griffiths has argued that online relationships can be just as real and intense as those in the offline world, and there should be little surprise that psychologists and educators are beginning to establish online therapeutic relationships. The argument also holds for e-mentoring. The time has come to embrace the new technology and to carry out evaluative research into this potentially innovative form of mentoring within medical—and other—sectors.

People in the medical profession have offered each other electronic support ever since the internet was formed and bulletin boards became popular forums. E-mail can be received and responded to either immediately (that is, in real time) or it can be stored and responded to at the convenience of the user (that is, asynchronous time). It is probable that the most popular form of e-mentoring in medical settings occurs by e-mail. Other e-mentors may use text based chat rooms that permit some sort of conversation in real time and provide almost immediate feedback (albeit by typing rather than talking to each other).

A common form of e-mentoring is when older students participate in electronic classrooms, in which they can communicate with each other and with various instructors by e-mail, computer conferences, and chatrooms. A faculty member or other educational professional takes the role of e-moderator, whose job is to make sure interactions progress smoothly. The title “e-moderator” used by those who write about this role shows that it is not entirely a mentoring role, but aspects of the role like acculturation, building confidence, and modelling effective behaviour overlap with conventional definitions of mentoring. E-mentoring can also be used in supporting career development for professionals within an organisation (such as medicine). It is probable that much of this work is either not publicly visible, or if visible, is not much publicly analysed or reported.

There are a number of very good reasons why the internet is an excellent medium for most forms of help. For instance, research has consistently shown that the internet has a dis-inhibiting effect on users and reduces social desirability. This may lead to increased levels of honesty and therefore higher validity in the case of self disclosure. However, there is research that shows there are subtle interactions between anonymity, honesty, and self disclosure on line.

Through examination of the literature, e-mentoring seems to be advantageous for a number of reasons. Furthermore, all the advantages of e-mentoring are equally applicable in medical settings:

- It provides flexibility in pace and scheduling as the communication is asynchronous. The asynchronous nature also facilitates reflection because of the time delay of the communication.
- It transcends physical and geographical boundaries. As long as internet access is readily available, e-mentoring can flourish.
- It can provide access to people who may have previously been unable to access or want face to face mentoring services.
- It is more egalitarian and democratic, with mentees being more comfortable in their own homes or workplace environment. At best it can construct a virtual continuum where all parties involved mediate questions, answers, and discussion. However, it should also be pointed out that there is little evidence that being on line necessarily removes or reduces hierarchies or status differentials.
- It may help decrease feelings of intimidation or discomfort, or both, in new environments because symbols of status are often unidentified—that is, the equalisation of the mentoring process.
- It offers easy access to supportive information and resource experts. Information is just a “link” away.
- It can choose to adopt a single communication method, or choose to use multiple, simultaneous methods (for example, e-mail, listservs, Usenet, newsgroups, threaded discussions, and/or chatrooms).
- It is potentially scalable: programmes may be enlarged or multiplied with comparatively low cost.

It would seem that in some situations (including those in a medical context), e-mentoring can be helpful. Furthermore, e-mentoring supporters will argue that there are responsible, competent, ethical mentors forming effective helping relationships via the internet, and that these relationships develop the mentee. However, e-mentoring may not appropriate for everyone and those participating should at the very least be comfortable in expressing themselves through the written word. As with any new frontier, there are some issues to consider before trying it. E-mentoring also provides many challenges:
Participants must have access to the internet.

Participants must have the basic skills to use the software, equipment, and the internet.

E-mentoring programmes must have continuous interactions and reflective influences through the duration of the programme.

E-mentoring programmes can vary because of differences in participation motivation, involvement, and personal characteristics.

E-mentoring programmes may be difficult to maintain, because they require coordination and management (both technical and human), facilitation and planning, and implementation and evaluation.

We would argue that technology supported mentoring within medical settings complements and extends what is achieved by face to face monitoring. Electronic mentors can provide feedback on clinical and medical issues, personalised attention, career advice, and encouragement.

However, as Kealy and Mullen observe, it is unresolved as to whether in-person experience can ever be fully substituted by technology.

Finally, Kealy and Mullen make some very astute observations. Technology is constantly changing in ways that are sometimes surprising and unpredictable. They point out that when new technologies appear they often look to the past to define themselves (for example, the invention of the car being described as a ‘horseless carriage’ reflecting the “technology” it was meant to replace). Kealy and Mullen assert that instead of viewing e-mentoring with regards to its predecessor (that is, face to face mentoring), perhaps it should be understood on the basis of its unique qualities. Maybe, e-mentoring and traditional mentoring should not be compared at all. Traditional mentoring is unlikely ever to be replaced. However, new technologies may provide a useful adjunct to the mentoring boundaries.
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